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Findings - 1st

• The shortfall in funding for the UNOLS fleet

is not a short-term issue.

– Approximately 80% utilization last ten years

– Last two years worse due to increases in fuel

and other operating costs.

– Budgets are not keeping pace with cost

increases, buying fewer days.



Findings - 2nd

• The under funded situation of the UNOLS

fleet is unlikely to be rectified in the near

future.

– The costs of operating the entire fleet have

increased by more than 5% per year over the past

decade

– There is no clear indication that there will be an

increase in science or operations funding sufficient

to increase fleet utilization.



Findings - 3rd

• While NSF support for the fleet has, until recently,
supported a nearly constant number of operating
days over the past decade, Navy and NOAA support
has been gradually declining.

• This trend is unlikely to be reversed.
– ONR 6.1 funds support less shiptime

– NOAA requirements are not always a good match with
UNOLS.

• Ocean Exploration (OE) funding cut

• New OE vessel to support and utilize

– Fixed or Congressionally controlled budgets buy fewer days
at higher day rates.



Findings - 4th

• The under-funded situation for the UNOLS

fleet could potentially become even worse as

new larger ships replace the intermediate and

regional ships.

• Even though there will be fewer ships and

days available (FOFC Plan), full utilization

could still result in costs greater than currently

available funding.



Findings - 5th

• The most funding for science field programs
can be preserved with:
– Cold lay-ups

• lay-ups with little or no crew support and minimal
maintenance costs for vessels with no plan for
replacement

– Early retirements
• for vessels that have a plan for replacement

• Bringing a vessel out of cold lay-up or
retirement is likely to be an expensive
proposition and should be planned carefully.



Findings - 6th

• OOI has funding for installing ocean observatories
that is over and above the funds currently budgeted
to support UNOLS vessel operations,

• much of those dollars will be needed for special
purpose vessels for cable laying, launching large
moorings, etc.

• Some of that funding might come to the UNOLS fleet,
but most likely for global class vessels.

• There is no “new” money yet identified for OOI
science operations and maintenance after the
installation phase,

• but that may indeed materialize (hence another good
argument for not retiring any global ships early).



What values need to be

considered in making a

recommendation?

• The UNOLS Council has recommended

a list of values, presented in order of

priority to be used when making

decisions about lay-ups, partial lay-ups

and retirements.



1. Meeting Science Needs

• The choice of ships to operate should be made such

that PIs are not waiting many years to get a ship that

can handle the science program on account of the

lay- up schedule.

– The ramification of this value is that the special purpose

ships, such as the Atlantis (Alvin) and the Langseth (MCS)

will in all likelihood not be candidates for lay-up, as long as

they have reasonable demand for their special-purpose

equipment in any given year and that their schedules can be

filled out with other programs that might have been

accommodated on any of the large ships.



2. Geographic Availability

• Only the specialized ships (e.g., Atlantis)
have no bias in their areas of operations
imposed by the geographic location of the
operator institution.

• Therefore, when laying up multiple ships in
the same class (e.g., two regional ships) in
any one year, they should be from different
coasts.
– taking into account the funded scientific demand

for each region.



3. Cost of Operations

• Science programs could be scheduled on one of
several vessels.

• One vessel or another ends up with a light
schedule and is a candidate for lay-up.

• Funded science should be assigned based on
which schedule maximizes the use of funding
for science, as opposed to transit days or port
days.
– For example, an Atlantic ship with a full schedule by

virtue of transiting to the Pacific to pick up one leg of
work might not be a very cost efficient schedule.



3. Cost of Operations (cont.)

• There is not enough difference within a vessel
class, assuming full schedules, to make decisions
based on day rates.

• Efficient and cost effective operations should be
encouraged.

• Cutting costs should not be encouraged in an
effort to reduce day rates and operational costs at
the expense of:

–– maintenance,maintenance,
–– safety,safety,
–– effective transit speeds,effective transit speeds,
–– Technical support & instrumentationTechnical support & instrumentation

– adequate meals and,
– availability of crew

overtime to support
science operations



4. Quality of Operations

• Excellent ship operations that consistently meet or exceed

the science mission requirements should be rewarded.

• Operations that consistently disappoint the PIs should not

be rewarded.

• The post-cruise assessments provide some qualitative

information on performance and should be taken into

account when making decisions, particularly when the

criteria above do not lead to a clear decision.

• Quality of operations can also be used when deciding

between laying up or retiring a ship.



5. Sharing the Pain

• We recommend that in any one-year, no one
institution should be asked to fully lay up two
ships,
– The impact on their marine operations is likely to

be disastrous,

– negate any of the advantages that the UNOLS
fleet currently reaps from having multi-ship
operators.

• Likewise, single-ship institutions should not
be asked to lay up a ship for more than one
year.



6. Diversity of Operators

• There are good arguments both for
diversifying operators and for concentrating
the operations in fewer institutions.

• The issue is clearly not black and white, but
overall the benefits to graduate education of
having ship operations at a large number of
institutions tend to carry the day.

• Therefore, we recommend that diversity of
operators be valued, but not at the top of the
list.



How will out-year

recommendations be made?

• The fairest mechanism for the out-year

recommendations is to rotate the lay-

ups among the operating institutions

and their ships.



Who should develop the

substantive recommendations?
• The substantive recommendations, using the above criteria,

should be made by the Agencies to a subcommittee of
UNOLS Council consisting only of members from non-ship-
operating institutions.

• Within 30 days the subcommittee will conduct their review
and then provide a response back to agencies after vetting
their response through the full Council.

• The subcommittee will seek input from and share the
recommendations from the Agencies with UNOLS ship
operators, the Council, and any other interested parties.



What are the

recommendations for 2007?

• Nothing formal received from the

Agencies to date (10/2/06)

• Informal guidance has been provided by

NSF and ONR program mangers.



Global & Ocean Class Vessels

• No lay-ups are planned despite few schedules at optimal
levels.

– Atlantis, Knorr and Revelle have tentative schedules
between 275 and 300 days, but with some possible
weaknesses.

– Melville is being utilized and scheduled by ONR with less
than 250 days.

– Thompson has less than 250 days with some real
potential weaknesses

– Kilo Moana has over 250 days and some unscheduled
work.

– Langseth has around 250 days, which is all the budget
will allow.



East Coast Intermediates 

• Run partial schedules on Endeavor, Oceanus
and  Seward Johnson
– All at just under 150 days

– Work in Med and Venezuela make consolidating
schedules difficult without compromising science
objectives.

– Open periods are good candidates for additional
funded work.

– Venezuela clearances are a big factor for Seward
Johnson schedule.



East Coast Regionals

• Cape Hatteras candidate for a full lay-up
unless funded work materializes.

• Hugh Sharp has a light schedule at less than
150 days.

• Atlantic Explorer has a 150 day schedule, all
local to Bermuda.

• Walton Smith and Pelican have viable
schedules.

• Longhorn will be retired in 2006.



West Coast Intermediates

• Wecoma and New Horizon have

reasonable, but light schedules just

under 200 days each.

• Work is geographically spread out

between San Diego and south, the

Pacific NW and Hawaii making

consolidation difficult.



West Coast Regionals

• Point Sur and Sproul will operate with

very light schedules, each under 100

days.

• Available for additional work if funded or

candidates for partial lay-ups.

• Alpha Helix will be retired in 2006.



Local Vessels

• Clifford Barnes has an exceptionally

strong schedule.

• Blue Heron, Savannah and Urraca all

have fewer than 100 days but will

operate with partial schedules.

• Available for additional work if funded.



Budgets

• NSF budget will support additional work

and/or partial lay-up support depending

on final day rates and the extent of

carry-forward from 2006.

• ONR budget may support some

maintenance support for Navy vessels.



What Next?

• Should this informal plan be

provided as a formal

recommendation from the agencies

and reviewed by the UNOLS

Council’s subcommittee.

• Doing so will keep the process open

and encourage a fair and equitable
approach in the future.



Agency Response

• Is this process effective? Yes

• Will the Agencies formally provide a set of

recommendations to the UNOLS Council?

Yes, would like to give this process a trial run.

• What should the timeline be for when these

recommendations will be provided? Soon,

now that the scheduling picture is a little

clearer.


